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ABSTRACT 
A production process in which the production matrix changes with respect to 
time is called a nonhomogeneous production process. This paper gives several 
mathematical results on these nonhomogeneous production processes. 
The mathematical model which describes a production process is given 
bY 
N K+l=NKB+g, 
where 
IV= input originating externally per unit time, 
B - production matrix and 
N,=&? 
The properties imposed on B are that 
(1) B is nonnegative, 
(2) no row sum exceeds one and 
(3) lim,,, BK = 0. 
Solving the difference equation for NK yields 
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Thus, it follows that 
lim N,=g(Z-B)-’ 
K+cc 
[l, p. 1131. 
As given in [3], perhaps a more realistic description of such a production 
process would allow B to vary with K, yielding 
N K+l=NKBK+&t 
Solving this difference equation yields 
NK=N(B1BZ...BK+B2...BK+... +B,+Z). 
The purpose of this paper is to provide conditions on the sequence 
B,,B, ,..,, BK,... which guarantee that 
lim NK and lim 
N,+N,+... +NK 
K-CC K-02 K 
exist and to specify formulas for calculating these limits. 
The work necessitates the following notation. 
Let 
S(A)= rn,c 
Further we utilize 
u(A)= 
iEC 
where R and C denote nonempty subsets of row and column indices 
respectively, with 1 S 1 being the number of elements in set S. 
The result on nonhomogeneous production processses concerning 
lim K+mNK can now be given. 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose A,,A,,...,A, ,... is a sequence of nonnegative 
matrices of order n such that 
(1) lim,,,A, = P with lim,,,PK = 0, 
(2) IAi+,Ai+z* ..Ai+t(<b’-Nf or all t > 1, where N is a fixed constant 
and b<l. 
Then 
dim,(AIAe..*AK+.** +A,)=2mm(PK+*** +P)=P(Z-P)-‘. 
+ -+ 
Proof. Let E > 0. Pick M, so that for m > M,, 
b” 
Then, for K-N-r=M,, and r>O defined 
> M, + N, we have 
as r=K-N-M, for all K 
A,A,. . .A,+A,...A,+n.* +A,+,...A,+... +A, 
where J is 
sufficiently 
Thus for K 
<(b K-N+ bK-N-l+ . . . + bK-N--r )J+A,+,...AK+... +A, 
< bK-N-r 
( 1 
$q J+4+2* ..A,+... +A,, 
the matrix all of whose entries are 1. By (l), pick M2 > M, + N 
large that for Zi > M,, 
A r+2 .*.&+*ee +A&Z’=-‘+... +P+;J. 
Z M,, 
AlA,* ..A,+.. ’ +A,<PK-‘-‘+... +P+J 
<PK+..* +P+&J. 
Further, as lim,,,PK + . . . +P= P(Z- P)-‘, pick M3 so that for K 
pK+ *. . +p&+&+, 
By (l), pick M4 so that for K > M4, 
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and so 
P&+K+,.. fP%+l+P%+... +P<A 
K+1&+2* -AK+M,+AK+M,+~J 
Finally, as e was arbitrary, 
!im_(A,A,**.A,+*.+ +A,)=zm,(P”+.** +P)=P(Z-P)-’ 
-t -9 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose A,, A,, . , , ,A,, . , , is a sequence of nonnegative 
matrices of order n such that 
(1) limKA, - P with lim,PK = 0, 
(2) lA,+,A,+g. * * A,+,[ < bteN for all t > 1, where N is a fixed constant 
and b<l. 
Then 
lim (A,A2..,A,+A,.,.AK+... +A,+Z)-(Z-P)-‘. 
K-CO 
To apply this theorem necessitates our finding conditions on the 
sequence A,,A, ,,.., Ax,... so that property (2) is satisfied. For this we give 
the following sequel. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose A,,A2,. . . ,A,, , . . is a sequence of nonnegative 
matrices such that 
(1) S(A,)<l and s(Ax)<w<l, 
(2) u(A,)>u>OforaZZK. 
Then S(A,+,A,+2...A,+2K(n-1))<[1-~“-1(1-~)]K. Thus, IA,+,A,+,*** 
A,+,( < btW2(“-l), where b~[1-u”-‘(l-~)]‘/2(“-1). 
Proof. That S(A,+,A,+,.~~A,+ZK(n_l))<[l-~“-l(l-~)]K is given in 
[2, p, 2981. To argue the remaining part, let l- ~“~‘(1 -w)= C. Then 
IA,+,A,+z* ’ *4+2K(n-1jI < CK=(C 
l/9(” - I))+ - l)K p b%‘- 1)K for all K. Thus, 
lA,+Y4,+2* 
. .A,+,) < b[[t/2(n-1)112b-l) f or all t where [[t]] -greatest integer 
part of t. Hence IA,+,A,+2* * *A1+,I < b - t ‘(“-l) for all t, which is what was 
to be proved. n 
Another such condition, which requires a preliminary lemma, follows. 
LEMMA, AK CK Suppose MK * o 
( 1 BK 
with S(B,)<S,<l, S(A,)<S,<l 
and S (MK) < 1 for K - 1,2. Then S (M,M,) 4 S, + S,. 
Proof. By direct calculation, 
S[C,B,+A,C,+A,A,](S(C,)S(B,)+S(A,)S(C,)+S(A,)S(A,) 
-s(c,)S(B2)+S(A,)[S(C,)+S(A,)l 
G s,+ s,. n 
LEMMA 2. Suppose 
Aif) . . . 
Ad”’ . . . 
. . I.. . . . . . 
0 . . . 
. I 
A&’ 
ABY for K=1,2,..., 
Akj 
with 
(1) a < 19 
(2) s (A?)) < w < 1 for al2 i. 
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men IM,+lM,+,. . . Mi+,l < [(No’)“~‘]‘-Nr, where r is chosen so that No’ 
< 1. 
Proof. We first note that by induction on N, it follows from the 
preliminary Lemma that S ( Mi + lMi + 2 * . . M, + Nr) Q Nw r. Thus fix r so that 
NW’< 1. Then, S(M,+,M,+,. *. Mi+& G (NGJ~)~. Hence, as in the proof of 
Lemma 1, 
lM,+,M,+,* . . n/r+,1 <[ (NcJ’)~‘~‘]‘-~‘. n 
As an indication of how these results can be applied, we now provide the 
following simple production process examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider 
with 
0.8-l/lOK 
0.2 + 1/20K 1 
for all K. 
Here, the numbers indicate the proportion of the product leaving each 
process at the Kth step. 
Now 
lim A, = ( i:g 
K-em 
if), 
and so by Lemma 1, 
hm (A,A,.*.A,+.*. +A,+I)= _i’i 
X-cc ( . -g ,‘=(; ;). 
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Thus, for any N, 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider 
0.1 + l/lOK O.lfl/lOK 0.1 + l/lOK 
r-l 
input 2 :3 
with 
0.1+ l/lOK 0.9- l/lOK 0 
A,= 0 0.1+ l/lOK 0.9- l/lOK for all K. 
0 0 0.1+ l/lOK 
Here the numbers 0.1 + l/lOK represents the proportion of failures at the 
Kth step. 
Now 
lim A,= 
K--too 
and so by Lemma 2, 
0.9 -0.9 0 -l 
lim 
K-CC (A,A,...A,+A,...A,+... +A,+Z)= 
0 0.9 
-0.9 0 0 0.9 I 
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Thus, for any R, 
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lim NK=N 0 $J ?$ , 
K-PC0 
-I I 0 0 ?f 
The nonhomogeneous production process problem of calculating 
lim 
N,+N,+e.. +NK 
K-rm K 
is now considered. Letting TK = A,A,* * * A, + A,+ * * A, + * * - + A,, a first 
result in this regard follows. 
LEMMA 3. Let A,, A,, . . . ,A,, . _. be a sequence of nonnegative matrices 
of order n and q a positive integer such that 
(1) AKq+,=B, for i-l,2 ,..., q, 
(2) IAi+1A,+z* * * A,, J < btVN for all t > 1, where N is a fixed constant 
and b<l. 
Then 
lim _ - 
K-tea K -- 
exists and is equal to (l/q)[B (1) + B (2) + - * * 1, where B (i) = B,B,* s * B, + 
B,B, - - .B,+l+*s+ +Bg.B1**.Bq+,_l, all subscripts on the B’s mod q. 
Proof. Let s>O be given. Set S,-(T,+ T,+ **a f T,)/K. Let r be an 
integer such that 1 < r < K. Write 
=[ K-l+l]B(r)+R(r), 
where [a/b] is the greatest integer part of a/b and R (r) has at most q - 1 
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terms, Thus, by grouping the terms in S, which have r factors yields that 
~ K-l BP) + w + - -- - . . . 
i 1 9 K K 
+ RF) -- 
K * 
Let M be sufficiently large that 
Then for K > M as [B&3, + I - - - B, + J < b t-N, it follows that 
Let Mg > M be sufficiently large that for K > M,, 
Let M3 > MS be sufficiently large that for K > Ma, 
104 
Now since 
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it follows that 
Thus, for K > MS, 
Since E was arbitrary, 
* B(K) c - - SK 
K=l 4 
sy E. 
the result of the lemma. n 
This lemma can be generalized as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let A,,A,, . . . ,A,, . . . be a sequence of nonnegative 
matrices of order n, and q a positive integer such that 
(1) limK+mAKq+i=Bi for i=1,2 ,..., q, and 
(2) I4+l4+2. ‘.A,+tl<bt-Nf or all t > 1, where N is a fixed constant 
and b<l. 
Then 
lim 
T,+T,+.*. +TK 
K-*m K 
exists and is equal to (l/q)[B(l)+B(2)+..*], where B(i)=B1B2***Bi+ 
B,B, . ..Bi+l+... +B,B,.. - B,+i_l, all subscripts on the B’s mod q. 
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Proof. Let E >0 be given. Set SK = ( Tl + T,+ * * * + T,)/K. Let r be a 
positive integer such that 1< r < K. Write 
Thus, grouping the terms in SK which have r factors yields that SK = [A (1) + 
A(2)+ - * * +A@)I/K. 
Let M be sufficiently large that 
2 bK-“+ 
K=M 
Hence for K > M, 
A(l)+- +AP) _s 
K 
<E 
K 4’ 
Now let TK(B)=BlBz...BK+B2...BK+... +BK, S,(B)=[T,(B)+ 
T,(B) + . + . + TK(B)]/K, and B(r) = BIB,. * . B, + B,. . * El,,, +. . . -t 
BK-r+l. ..BK.AslimK~ooAKq+i=Bifori=1,2,...,~andIAi+,Ai+,...Ai+,l 
< bteN, it follows that jB,+,B,+,. * * Bi+,j < btwN. Hence, for K > M, 
B(l)+B(2)+... +B(M) 
K 
-S,(B) <i. 
For fixed T, 1 < T < M, let N, be sufficiently large that for t > N,., 
lA,+1A,+2.“A,+,-B,+1B,+2... 
that for K > L??, 
Bt+,J Q &/8M. Pick y, sufficiently large 
A(r) B(r) AN,+~~N,+~"'~N,+,+"' +AK-r+l**.AK 
--- 
K KG I I K 
B N,+IBN,+2’ ’ * B%+r+ * *. + BK-,+l. * * BK 
- 
K 
Thus 
A(r) -B(r) 
K 
<&+&=-&. 
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Hence for K > M1==max(@,,~i,,...,fl~}, 
A(l)+*** +A(M) B(l)+*+* +B(M) 
K - K 
+ 
Finally, from the previous lemma, 
lilh_S,(B)= 2 y; 
K-l 
hence for M, sufficiently large and K > M,, 
co B(K) 
S,(B)- c - 
K-1 q 
<t* 
Thus, for K > max(M, M1,Mg}, 
Hence, as E was arbitrary, 
COROLLARY 2. Let A,,A,, , , ‘,A,,. , . be a sequence of nonnegatioe 
matrices of order n and q a posttiue integer such that 
(1) lim K_,mAKq+,=B,for 1-l,%...,q, 
(2) IAi+,A,+,* - *A,+,\ < bteN for all t > 1, where N ta a fixed con&ant 
and b<l. 
Let T,PA~A~...A~+A~.“A~+... +A,+I, Then 
lim 
T,+T,+-*a +TK 
K-rw K 
==+[B(l)+B(2)+-]+I. 
As an indication of how these results can be applied, we now provide the 
following simple production process example. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Consider 
where the production matrices behave in the following cyclic manner. We 
have 
A 2K - 
( 
0.2+ l/lOK 0.8- l/lOK 
0.2+ 1/2K 0.2 + 1/20K 1 ’ 
A ZK+l= 
( 
0.8- l/lOK 0.2+ l/lOK 
0.2 + 1/30K 0.2 + 1/5K ’ 
Then, by Corollary 2 and Lemma 1, 
lim 
T,+T,+-s- +TK 
K 
_ A+B+AB+BA+ABA+BAB+ 
K-CC ( 2 2 2 
* +z, 1 
where 
Although we have no recipe for calculating this sum, Lemma 1 can be used 
to determine the partial sum which approximates the sum to any degree of 
accuracy. 
In conclusion, I would like to thank Dr. J. D. Sherman for conveying this 
problem to me. 
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